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“OUR ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES ARE READY!!  

 

Summer is rapidly approaching. The weather is getting warmer, and the sun is starting to show itself fairly 

regularly after months of mostly dreary and overcast days. Smiles are beginning to return to people’s faces 

despite the continued negative news on the economy. Now we just have to hope that things slowly begin to 

turn around financially for people, so that their smiles can be the result of more than just the welcome 

warmth of the sun. As financial advisors, we’d like to be one of the reasons your smile returns. Thus, we 

have been readying our strategies to try and help your investment objectives become reality. Dominic has 

built a series of “asset management strategy portfolios” that have been put onto the Pershing brokerage 

platform for us to use with clients. There is a 100% fixed income strategy, and a 100% equity strategy. In 

between, there are strategies that range from 20% equity/80% fixed income to the inverse position of 80% 

equity/20% fixed income. Each strategy can be selected by the client and then managed by Dominic and us 

with the “targeted objective” of seeking to be more tactical with the assets as opposed to the traditional “buy 

& hold” approach.   

 

Why do we think a “tactical” approach is important? We believe that there will be an eventual turn around, 

and that the economy will slowly start to get back on the right track. We believe Americans to be inherently 

resilient and optimistic, and possess the fortitude and determination to overcome challenges. Thus, we 

believe that as a nation we will figure out the correct way to generate the growth needed to get our economy 

functioning at a high level once again.  

 

Unfortunately, we do not believe that this economic journey will be an easy one. Nor do we believe that this 

is something the government, despite their good intentions, can readily fix. With just over 7 months left in 

2009, we are on the verge of finishing a 15-year time period during which we have seen two massive growth 

runs: 1995-1999 and 2003-2007; with each growth spurt being followed by a severe downturn: 2000-2002 

and the time period from October, 2007 to the present time. As of this writing, the SP500 & DJIA are right 

around where they were in 1997. As a result, many people have either lost money, or seen very little growth 

of their investments. In retrospect, conjecture could make one conclude that the unprecedented run-ups in the 

stock and real estate markets were more a combination of greed, hyper-exuberance, and reckless behavior on 

the part of Wall Street and Congressional leaders than it was the result of solid, fundamental economic 

growth. Going forward, we believe the focus has to now be on fundamentals that make businesses work; and 

thus make our economy and country work. Given the financial devastation that has occurred for many 

people, we don’t believe any more that people want to see “paper gains” on their portfolios that can 

disappear as quickly as they materialized.  

 

While the country and the economy are striving to get back on the right track, we also believe the stock 

markets could experience an extended period of time during which there could be roller coaster type up and 

down movements. “IF” that happens, then using an investment approach that focuses on tactical allocation 

and movement within a strategy portfolio rather than a “buy & hold” approach could prove to be critical to 

trying to protect your assets. While, of course, no one can assure success, or assure being right every time, 



 
 

 

we do believe that Dominic’s singular focus on the stock market and economy; combined with his 20+ years 

of success as a investor and trader, does provide the experience and ability to help people navigate through 

what we believe might be a prolonged and difficult time. Here’s how you can begin to use Dominic’s “asset 

management strategy portfolios”:  

 

AS A CLIENT WITH AN “EXISTING” PERSHING BROKERAGE ACCOUNT:  

If you have a brokerage account(s) with us already with at least $100,000 of invested assets, you would meet 

with us, select a “strategy” that fits your risk tolerance and time horizon, and sign the paperwork necessary to 

have you be a part of the “asset management strategy portfolio program”. The program is a non-commission 

based platform, and instead has an annual management fee. The fee will be based on the amount of assets 

you invest within the “strategy portfolio platform”. Once you are enrolled in the program, Dominic will then 

begin to manage your portfolio within the selected strategy; and make tactical changes within the strategies 

as events play out in the economy and stock markets. The program is annually renewable. 

 

AS A CLIENT WITH INVESTED ASSETS ELSEWHERE OTHER THAN WITH US:  

If you meet with us, investigate the “asset management strategy portfolio platform, and decide you’d like to 

have Dominic and us manage your assets; we could facilitate what is called an “automated customer account 

transfer (ACAT) and have your assets brought over to a Pershing brokerage account. Once the assets are at 

Cambridge/Pershing, the program would work as described above.  

 

AS A CLIENT WITH ANNUITY ASSETS NOT INSIDE A PERSHING ACCOUNT:  

Those of you with annuities should call us, or meet with us, to discuss how we would oversee the investment 

portfolios within your annuity in relation to the strategies that have been created. We can then explain to you 

how a tactical approach could be used with the annuities.  

 

AS A CLIENT WITH AN OUTSIDE 401K AT YOUR EMPLOYER:  

While we cannot actively manage your 401k at work because we have no direct access to your account; 

Cambridge does allow us to provide you with oversight and guidance. We believe that “if” we suggest 

tactical changes within your other investments; it would make sense for you to consider making similar 

changes within your 401k at work. If you have at least $100,000 in your company 401k, we can meet with 

you and discuss how we could possibly help.    

 

AS A CLIENT WITH ASSETS HELD DIRECTLY AT A MUTUAL FUND COMPANY:  

Similar to clients with assets held elsewhere, we would once again do a transfer of assets into a Pershing 

brokerage account so that you would have access to the “asset management strategies”. You would then 

select the appropriate strategy, and begin to have us tactically manage the funds.  

 

We are optimistic and confident about our ability to help people navigate through these challenging 

financial times. We hope to see you soon to begin the “asset management strategy” process. Please call 

to schedule a time to meet with us. Have a great day, and an even better summer!  

 

Ken, Dave, & Dominic 


